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ABSTRACT
Recent years, with the development of e-commerce and population of mobile phones, image-based commodity retrieval
has attracted much attention. This paper proposed a deep
framework for commodity image retrieval(CMIR) from the
view that they are same designed commodities. Our framework can catch as many design details as possible by exploring object detection and ranking sensitive feature learning,
while the former is performed based on Faster R-CNN, and
the later is learned with a multi-task Siamese Network. Besides, we reﬁne the processing speed of the framework to
make it a live system. Our framework is implemented on an
android application based on Client/Server structure model
whose server response time is about 150 ms per query.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the prosperity of electronic commerce, the demand
of commodity retrieval has been growing. Traditional commodity retrieval systems are mainly based on text information. However, text data has a limited ability to describe a
commodity comprehensively. In contrast, image-based commodity retrieval technique is a solution to overcome the limitation in that image can provide much more information of a
commodity, such as its texture, color, style and so on, which
is becoming a trend in e-commerce.
Commodity image retrieval (CMIR) is a task to search images containing the same commodity instance as the query
image, whose typical application is Pailitao in Taobao.com.
From the view of searching objective, CMIR is diﬀerent from
traditional content-based image retrieval (CBIR), in which
visually similar images within the same semantic category to
a given query image are the required searching results. Such
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Figure 1: Comparison between CMIR and CBIR, in
which the former is a more semantically ﬁne-grained
task than the later.
tion in Fig. 1, i.e., images including white mugs are correct
for CBIR, while only the mugs with the same design are
required in CMIR. Therefore, CMIR is a more challenging
and semantically ﬁne-grained task than CBIR, and how to
access the same-design characteristic is an essential problem
in CMIR.
Besides, the peculiarities of commodity images intensify
the challenge in CMIR. As shown in Fig. 2, there are three
peculiarities. First, commodity instance may occur more
than once in an image, thus making it looks not visually the
same as the query from the whole image perspective though
they contain the same instance. Second, the same commodity instances are possibly surrounded with other objects or
diverse backgrounds, which may mislead the system about
the user’s intention. Third, many kinds of commodities like
coats, dress and pants are dressed on human body and seriously aﬀected by the diversity of human pose.
Considering the above challenges, we design an objectaware feature learning framework for CMIR, which includes
three steps: object detection, feature extraction for the most
possibly object region, image hashing and ranking. First,
we adopt Faster R-CNN[9] for object detection. Considering the high cost of obtaining images with object bounding
boxes for training Faster R-CNN, in order to fully utilize images with image-level labels(e.g., coat, shoes, cosmetic etc.
as the main categories of commodity, are almost freely available in e-commence), an image classiﬁcation CNN is trained
on large-scale commodity images to learn a base discrimination for commodity objects. Then we use the classiﬁcation
CNN to initialize both RPN and Fast R-CNN, making them
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the results of our Object
Detection Module. From top row to bottom are
accessory, coat, furniture and cosmetic.

3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 3 shows the overall framework of our commodity
image retrieval system which includes three modules: object
detection, feature extraction as well as hashing and ranking.

3.1

Figure 2: The peculiarities of commodity images.
Box A for query and each row stands for a query and
its true recalls; Box B for instances reoccurring; Box
C for complex background; Box D for pose diversity.
obtain a nearly cost-free image classiﬁcation in testing. Second, we design a multi-task ﬁne-tuned Siamese[3] network
to learn a ranking-sensitive feature representation. Besides,
model ensemble techniques are used to reﬂect the samedesign characteristic in CMIR as good as possible. Third, we
adopt typical hashing approach, i.e, Local sensitive hashing
(LSH)[6], and Hamming distance to perform eﬃcient feature indexing and ranking. Jointly exploring above steps,
we build a mobile app to demonstrate our CMIR system,
which indexes about 3 millions of commodity images provided by Alibaba and can complete a search process within
150ms on average. The retrieval performance has a rise of
2.73 percentage points to Alibaba’s baseline.

2.

DATASET

The dataset in this work consists of four parts of subsets: training set, evaluation set, validation set and test set.
Training set consists of 1,950,988 images which are divided
into 10 categorise: accessory, coat, skirt, snacks, pants, luggage, furniture, drink, cosmetic and shoes. It is also divided
into 676 more ﬁne-grained sub-categorise. Each image in
training set has a category tag and a sub-categorise tag as
its image-level label, with noise. Evaluation set, which is
the base dataset of our system, consists of 3,195,334 images
without any label. Validation set consists of 1417 query images and their ground truth, totally 93989 images. Test set
consists of 3567 query images without ground truth. The
dataset is provided by Alibaba Large-scale Image Search
Challenge 2015(ALISC2015).

Object Detection

Since object detection is the primary task which directly
inﬂuences the system, we must make sure the object detection module works excellently in performance. The challenge is how to train an excellent object detection model on
commodity images whose category labels are usually freely
obtained and enough while box-level labels are rare and obtained with high cost. To address this challenge, we designed
a training pipeline to make full use of the labeled data step
by step. First, we train an initial classiﬁer CNN on the training set over 10 main categories based on Alexnet[8]. This
is important because the initial classiﬁer CNN model has
strong discriminative ability in 10 categories of commodity,
and can be used as a pre-trained model for object detection. Second, we adopt a typical model of Faster R-CNN[9]
for object detection, which is trained based on limited boxlevel labeled images. Both the RPN and the Fast R-CNN
are initialized from the classiﬁer CNN model. After this
step, we can train a satisfactory Faster R-CNN more easily. However, the Faster R-CNN will detect all categories
of commodities in images no matter whether they are the
main commodity(see the query image in Fig. 3). So in the
third step, we reconstruct a classiﬁer to determine the main
commodity category in an image. We add one max-pooling
layer and two fully-connected layers upon the conv5 layer of
Faster R-CNN and train it on the whole training set again,
during which, we ﬁx the parameters of shared convolutional
layers and only update the added layers to make sure that
the performance of Faster R-CNN is not aﬀected. Besides,
the sharing of convolutional layers makes the judgement of
main category nearly cost-free in testing stage.
When given an image, the classiﬁcation part gives the
image a main category label to point out what kind of commodity the main object is. At the same time, the objectdetection part detects all commodity instances with bounding boxes regardless of what category they belong to and
give the boxes their box-level label. Finally, we only select
boxes whose box-level label is the same as its image-level
label. In order to train the object detection model, we man-
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Figure 3: Overall Framework
ually annotated 10,000 images, i.e., 0.51% of the training
set, with bounding boxes. Fig. 4 shows some examples of
the object detection module. After this module, the images
are instead by their selected regions and the following work
is how to embed the regions into a better feature space.
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We design a Multi-task Siamese Network[3] (MSN, shown
in Fig. 3) to learn features with both a primary discrimination among diﬀerent commodities and a relative correlation
in same-designed commodities, i.e., in the learned feature space, the same-designed commodity instances are much closer than the diﬀerent-designed instances. MSN is builded on
VGG CNN S[1] with three loss layers: two softmax loss and
a contrastive loss. The contrastive loss is deﬁned as

positive
||xp − xq ||2
(1)
Lc (xp , xq ) =
max(0, m2 − ||xp − xq ||2 ) negetive
where m is the margin, xp and xq are positive pair when the
belong to the same sub-category, or negative pair when in
other cases. Since the sub-category reﬂects more information about commodity’s attributes and design details, contrastive loss with such selected pairs makes the model more
sensitive to the commodity’s diﬀerences of design. Softmax
loss which is also deﬁned on sub-categories, not only improves the speed of the convergence process but also enhance
the ability of image feature expression. The VGG CNN S
we used is pre-trained on ImageNet[4], and m is set to 0.2. If
we choose the output of pool5 as the feature, the dimension
is 512 x 6 x 6 = 18432, which is too long! So we add a new
max-pooling layer called pool6 33 whose kernel size is 3 x 3
with stride 1. The reduced feature dimension is 512 x 4 x 4
= 8192.
Besides, considering that model ensemble technique is usually eﬀective, we choose an Inception-BN Network[7] pretrained on full ImageNet dataset with 14,197,087 images in
21,841 classes as the second model, whose last max-pooling
layer’s output is selected as the second feature, called inception feature, whose dimension is 1024. Since the model is
per-trained on a diﬀerent and more general image dataset,
its feature is complementary to VGG CNN S feature. The
model ensemble increases our online MAP@20 by 3.39%.

3.3

Hashing and Ranking

Quickly ﬁnding the most similar top K relevant images
among 3 million samples is a challenge itself. There are two time-consuming steps in this module. Step 1, compare
the query feature with each of the all features in dataset
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Figure 6: The comparison of features from diﬀerent
CNN layers.
and compute their distance. Step2, ﬁnd the most smallest
top K distances and return their indexing numbers. We use
local-sensitive hashing(LSH)[6] to accelerate step 1 and a
Hamming-distance-based ranking algorithm[2] whose complexity is just O(n + k)(ﬁnding top k in n numbers) to accelerate step 2.
Our tests show that cosine distance is a better choice to
measure the distance between two features than Euclidean
distance. We deﬁne the distance between features as
x1 · x2
(2)
Dcos (x1 , x2 ) = 1 −
x1  x2 
where x1 and x2 are features of two images. As saying above,
directly computing cosine distance 3 million times is not
computation eﬃcient. We use LSH to transform the raw
features to binary codes and compute Hamming distance
instead of cosine distance in parallel, which reduces the time
consumption of step 1 from 556 ms to 83 ms. Then we adopt
the Hamming-distance-based sorting algorithm to decrease
step 2 from 100 ms to less than 1 ms. At last, we can
complete a query procedure with 150 ms in which 83 ms for
ranking.

4.

EXPERIMENTS

We build an android application based on Client/Server
structure model to demonstrate our commodity image retrieval system. Our system indexes all the images in evaluation set as introduced in Section 2. The evaluation metric
is Mean Average Precision at top 20 recalls(MAP@20). The
oﬃcial baseline of ALISC2015 is 0.436. Our experiments
was did on a server with 16 GB memory, whose GPU is
Titan-Black and CPU is Intel(R)Core(TM)i7@3.6GHz with
8 Cores.
In CNNs, compared with features of higher layers, features

Figure 5: Final result demonstration. The top images are query images and the rest are search results.
Images with red border are false search results.

Table 1: Comparison among diﬀerent
acceleration methods.
Model & Method
Dimension
VGG CNN S
8192
Inception-BN
1024
Model Ensemble
9216

models and
MAP@20
42.94 %
36.57 %
46.33 %

of lower layers keep more details of the image[5], which is
important for the retrieval problem.As shown in Fig. 6,
the performance of diﬀerent layers are variant, and pool6 33
operates better than any other layer, which is the reason we
ﬁnally choose pool6 33 as feature extraction layer.
Tab. 1 shows the comparison among diﬀerent models and
acceleration methods, where model ensemble reaches the
highest MAP, 2.73 % higher than oﬃcial baseline, which
demonstrate that combining models of great diversity often
yields better features. Fig. 5 shows some examples of the
demo where images with red border are false results.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a framework to search commodity images which are in the same design. In order to
ensure the framework’s performance, we designed tree modules to catch the commodity’s design details and accelerate
the system. An android application was built to demonstrate our framework and the results show that our system
can achieve a high MAP@20 which is 2.73 percentage points
higher than the oﬃcial baseline, whose response time is only
about 150 ms on average.
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